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No 1 SPEY

Secure the hook in the vice. Wind the tying thread down the hook to

opposite the barb. Tie in a length of flat Silver mylar. Take the thread

back to the point and wind three turns of tinsel as a tag and tie in. Tie in

lengths of Silver Wire and Oval Silver and trim the waste. Dub the

thread with Black Seals fur and wind to the head forming a neat body.

Rib the body with the Oval tinsel in the opposite direction to normal,

winding towards you, and tie in. Prepare a Heron hackle and tie it in by

the tip at the eye. Palmer the hackle down the body to the tail following

the Oval tinsel. Hold the hackle taught and rib the body with the wire in

the normal direction securing the hackle, tie in and trim the waste. Rip

a bunch of fibres from a Guinea Fowl hackle and tie as a beard hackle.

Tie in a small bunch of Green dyed Squirrel tail for the wing. Trim off the

butts and apply a small drop of thin varnish and bind down tightly with

well waxed thread. The wing should be at least twice the hook length.

To prepare the Jungle Cock feathers either use scissors to trim off the

waste fibres at the base of the feather up to the bottom white eye, or

you can just stroke the waste fibres out to 90o and gently pluck the

waste fibres off, be gentle as the stalk is not very strong. If the Nail, as a

JC Eye is called, is split you can lightly smear the back of the feather

with Polyvinyl sealant to rejoin and strengthen it. Tie in one either side

of the wing with a couple of slackish turns of the thread. You can then

adjust their position and length before pulling the turns tight and putting

on a few more tight turns. Fold the hackle stalks back on themselves

and tie back over them. These feathers are expensive so you don’t

want them pulling out! Trim off the waste. Form a neat small head and

whip finish. Now apply several coats of thin clear varnish to produce a

smooth shiny head.

Hook - Single 2-8

Tag - Flat Silver

Rib - Oval Silver and wire

Body - Black Seal

Body Hackle - Heron

Throat Hackle - Guinea Fowl

Wing - Green dyed Squirrel

Cheeks - Jungle Cock

Head - Black




